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WELCOME BACK!
It seems a very long time ago
since the holidays finished and
the new term started but welcome, anyway, to all our new students, parents and staff. I hope
you all find your time at Gravesend Grammar School a fulfilling
and happy one.
Following our “Outstanding” Ofsted judgement in June we delivered another set of excellent exam results in August. At GCSE the

average grade attained by Year 11
reached an A-. This is especially
significant given the national situation which saw the numbers of
top grades declining as exams get
“harder”. The new national measure of progress, known as
“Progress 8”, also indicates that
our students continue to do much
better than their expected levels
suggest. Attainment in Biology,
Chemistry, History, ICT, Maths
and Physics was especially impressive.
At A level, although the outcomes
were not as good as the wonder-

ful results in 2014, they were still -thirds of the party were subject
very good indeed and in line with to a 10 hour delay at Barcelona
what we expected. The changes Airport. Although a frustrating
to A levels have made, and will and tiring thing to happen, the
continue to make for the next few boys dealt with it in an exemplary
years, life difficult for students way prompting some wonderful
and teachers. It is pleasing to see, comments about their behaviour
therefore, that we have not from members of the public.
suffered as a result of the new
arrangements at this level. More “I was one of the passengers on the
than half the grades were A*, A, much delayed flight from Barcelona
or B with Classical Civilisation, to Gatwick and feel I should tell you
Chemistry, Computing, Econom- how well they all behaved under
ics, Geography and Maths doing quite testing circumstances. Your
staff ought to be congratulated on
particularly well in terms of attainhow they managed the situation, and
ment and added value. Universi- even maintained their sense of huties, as well as schools, are still mour throughout. They were all a
not completely familiar with what credit to your school and helped prois happening so it was good to see vide the rest of us with some distracthat our boys and girls were really tion!”
successful in achieving the places
they wanted in Higher Education. “I just wanted to write and say how
This first term has, as always, well behaved the boys from Gravesbeen very busy with various en- end Grammar School were during our
hour delay at Barcelona airport.
candidates
close
richment activitiesParty
in school,
suchgetten
I’ll be honest, my heart sank a bit
from students
as a production questioning
of The Jungle
when I saw 90+ kids waiting to board
Book, and big trips out such as the initially but they were brilliant. Once
Year 8 vis- we had to disembark due to the fault,
it to Spain the teachers did a sterling job of
and
keeping them occupied and out of
France.
the way of the other passenWhilst the gers. Well done to all of them, they
visit itself really were a great example.
went very
well as a Sport also plays a major part in
Term One and you will find details
learning
of results and activities elsewhere
exercise
and a new in this Newsletter.
and enjoyable experience, it was not with- GSW
out problems! Unfortunately two
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STAFF NEWS

HEAD STUDENT REPORT

CONGRATULATIONS
TO
Ms Kelly and her partner
on the birth of their daughter during the summer holiday.
CONGRATULATIONS TO
Ms Maxwell and her partner on the birth of their
son in September.
We say goodbye and thank you to
Mrs Maddocks, who has been covering Mrs Sutton whilst she has been
on maternity leave and ‘welcome
back’ to Mrs Warner, who is returning from her maternity leave.
We also say goodbye to Mrs Blazeby
in the Canteen, who is leaving to
spend more time with her grandchildren.
We welcome our Foreign Language
Assistants for this year—Mlle Halin,
who will be helping our French students and Srta de Diego Gutierréz
who will be assisting our Spanish
students. They are with us until
May.

As the first term draws to a close,
something that never seems to falter is the ability of our new Year 7
and 12 students to integrate within
the School. Collectively, all the students have displayed great enthusiasm and determination in getting
the most out of the opportunities
presented to them, pushing themselves, at this early stage in the year,
to achieve and grow as pupils.
The past term has been incredibly
busy, and the Head Student Team
are working with real intent to commit to our manifesto pledges from
last year and to put them into action. Along with bringing in guest
speakers and organising debates, as
well as arranging a Charity Competition, Andrew Warner, one of the
Deputy’s, has been particularly
prominent in his desire for the
younger years to achieve 100% participation in extracurricular activities. A theme that has been at the
heart of our ideas is the desire for
the pupils here at GGS to grasp the
idea that they are the leaders of tomorrow. We hope the students take
advantage of the caring and challenging environment they are in, to
not only excel individually, but subconsciously allow their peers to do
the same.
More recently, I had the privilege of
showing around two guests of the
school who are Old Boys of GGS. I

hope that both Anthony Porter, the
Bishop of Sherwood, and Chris Eyre,
the Chief Constable of Nottinghamshire Police, enjoyed their return to
the school, and it was thoroughly
enjoyable and humbling to be able
to spend some time in their company.
It’s difficult not to mention the
House Leader Hustings that also
took place this term. Although Mr
Chapelard has allowed the students
to run the show themselves, truly
enabling them to be a voice of the
students, his efforts in motivating
the candidates to stand for election
were inspiring. What was more impressive was the confidence and
maturity shown by all the candidates
who put themselves forward, showing maturity and courage to involve
themselves in this democratic process.
With half term approaching I wish
everyone a pleasant break and also
hope that those of you who are keen
on Rugby enjoy what’s left of what
has so far been a simply stunning
tournament. Finally, those that are
more patriotic amongst us, feeling a
sense of bitterness at England’s early
exit will be pleased to learn that the
final score between New Zealand
and France finished 62- 13 in favour
of the All Blacks.
Head Student
Govindrai Singh Cheema

TRUST AND GOVERNANCE NEWS
GGS Local Governing Body
Mrs Anne Robinson was elected the new
Chair of Governors at the first Local Governing Body (LGB) meeting of the new
academic year. She replaces Ms Jan
Murray. Dr David Compton remains as
Vice-Chair to the LGB.
At its meeting in June 2015, the LGB
agreed to change to a single membership
structure, disposing of the Resources and
Standards Sub-Committees in favour of
making all meetings full LGB. There will
be at least six meetings per academic
year.
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The LGB has met twice since September
when Governors have reviewed the Summer 2015 exam results; received a report
from the Associate Head which covered
admissions, curriculum and premises
issues; reviewed the outturn of the GGS
budget for 2014-15 and discussed the
School’s Premises Development Strategy.

Primary Head and the Local Governing
Bodies. They approved the Trust Central
Services budget for 2015-16 and received reports from the Responsible
Officer and external auditor. The Directors also adopted the Trust’s Risk Register.

The next Board meeting is due to be held
The next meeting of the GGS LGB is due on 3 December 2015.
to be held on 4 February 2016.
Janet Carmody
GGSAT Board of Directors
Clerk & Company Secretary
In July, Directors received routine reports from the Executive Head, Executive
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YEAR 8 WENT OFF TO SUNNY SPAIN…..
Monday, 5th October saw 127 students and
13 staff at Gatwick Airport excitedly waiting
for their flight to El Prat, Barcelona’s airport,
and a short onward journey to Tossa de Mar.
After an eternity booking into the hotel, students quickly settled into their allocated
rooms, had some supper and prepared themselves for their destinations the following
morning.
In separate groups, the first visited Barcelona, the second Girona and the third Perpignan and would rotate the groups over the
next three days so everyone would be able to
practise their Spanish and French with native
speakers in their own surroundings, visit
some beautiful towns and, most importantly
for some students, Camp Nou, the home of
FC Barcelona, Lionel Messi and other greats
from the world of football.

At the War Memorial in Perpignan

Perpignan, a city spanning the borders of
France and Spain, giving students the opportunity to speak both languages in the same
day. Again the students undertook their
tasks with gusto, and to the amusement of
one lady who spoke very clear French when
answering our students’ questions, only to
find out that they were as English as she
We enjoyed some very warm October sun- was!). The students were clearly impressed
shine on Day 1. Girona was Coach C’s first and impeccably behaved when visiting the
beautiful cathedral. They also had some free
time to enjoy some of the local food on offer.

Enjoying the views over Girona

Barcelona was the destination on Day 3 for
Coach C. The excitement was palpable as we
headed for Camp Nou and Euros jangled in
the pockets of students bent on visiting the
three-floored souvenir shop at the end of the
visit but not before looking around the museum, posing for photos with their football
heroes and sitting in the stadium and in the

port of call. From counting all the padlocks
(in Spanish, of course!) on Pont de la Princesa
to examining doorknockers in the old part of
the town, visiting the Cathedral, the Basilica
and walking around the wall of the old town
and taking in the views of Girona, students
had first-hand experience of life in Spain.
Their booklets required them to find information about the city, which was carried out
with varying success. They were
keen to sample
Girona’s legendary ice cream
(and lots of it)
and visit local
shops hunting for
souvenirs
for
family
and
friends.

Outside and inside of Sagrada Familía
11.00 am.

In the press boxes of Camp Nou
press boxes. We also visited Park Güell, the
unusual work of architect, Antoni Gaudi.
Gaudi was also responsible for the design of
Sagrada Familía, Barcelona’s stunning cathedral—as yet unfinished, although started in
1882!

The evening comprised a quiz compiled by
Mr Pallant and became very competitive and
noisy (so noisy at one point, the band playing
in another part of the hotel were concerned
about competition for their audience, one of
whom was more interested in conversing
with our students and watching the quiz!).
Day 2 saw Coach C head off very early to
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Park Güell

The second group remained in Tossa de Mar
taking advantage of the waiting time to play
rugby and football on the beach and explore
the town before returning to the hotel for
lunch. We spent the afternoon climbing up
to the castle overlooking Tossa’s bay boarding the coach to the airport. Imagine our
surprise to arrive at the airport, only to be
met by the 90+ students and staff who had
set off that morning! Their plane had developed a fault and they had to wait for the
spare part to arrive and be fitted before they
could take off. In the end, the smaller group
took off and arrived home just as the delayed
group were leaving Spain. You will have read
the emailed compliments received from
members of the public about how the students endured their 10 hour delay in Mr
Wybar’s front page article.

We were
due to fly
home in
two
groups;
the larger
group of
90+ students and
staff head- A most successful trip, organised by Ms Pasied off for ni and the Languages Department.
the airport
HJH
just before
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YOUNG WRITERS’ CLUB—AUTUMN
My Autumn Poem by Jagveer Chahill

Autumn by Michael Scrivens

Autumn Poem by Sam Paternoster

I woke up in the morning.
I felt like always mourning,
Summer is over.
I need a four leaf clover.
I sat in the dark
But I wanted to go the park.
Back to school,
Trust me I am not a fool.
The orange leaves crunching,
Made me feel like punching.
The trees look so dead,
That I wanted to go back to bed.
I hope you have a nice autumn,
But summer is now forgotten.
Fear of new teachers,
Made me want to be a preacher.
This weather is so depressing,
It makes me want to cry.

Early September brings no good,
Back to school with desks of
wood.
Autumn taken like hell,
Summer plummets down a well.
The trees writhe in pain,
As they try to refrain,
From losing their leaves,
Autumn thieves.
Pierce the heart of red,
By school, left for dead.
Summer ruined by the dread,
Autumn goes to your head.
Myths of a leaf pile,
The work, not worthwhile.
Summer doesn’t receive,
Autumn thieves.
All taken away.
All the fun gone.
Soul sucked out.
Like a dementor’s kiss.
But not’s all bad.
Autumn’s just another season,
With a sorry reason.
To be detested, and bested.
School’s a major factor,
And seasons are reactors.

Squirrels and badgers, hedgehogs and
foxes,
People taking Halloween decorations
out of their boxes,
A time of joy, a time of death,
People breathing with frost in their
breath,
Reddened leaves falling off of the trees,
People playing in leaves up to their
knees,
Autumn is a time of joy,
For every single girl or boy.

Autumn by Preet Atwal
The squirrels are out
And about
For all to see
Sometimes they are caught climbing the trees
Time to time you may catch sight of
a racoon
But remember they’re near the rich
blue lagoon
Don’t forget the great large bear
The ones with fluffy brown hair
Not often seen here roaming
But often a site in over places
Which always puts smiles on people’s faces
There are those prickly hedgehogs
that are like they have forks on
their back
And at night they are seen on the
road especially when it goes pitch
black
The brown and orange leaves
scattered across the ground
This is definitely a season to stick
around
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Life of a Leaf by Will Martin
I hang there struggling to hold on but
the force of autumn weather jolts me
to the floor,
Over time I become rusty and crippled
and the trees become bare, so not fair,
I am stepped on from time to time,
every occurrence I whine,
The curse of Halloween dissolves my
amber,
Colder and colder night becomes,
December strikes upon me,
I frost immediately,
I liquify

Children love the day of Halloween,
The image of all the sweets make their
eyes gleam,
Buying costumes with all types of features,
And dressing up like spooky creatures,
Travelling with bags from house to
house,
Sneaking up to the doors as silent as a
mouse,
Once home from a long night of work,
They eat lots of candy and go berserk.
Autumn is also a time for wildlife,
However the trees go through a whole
lot of strife,
The trees are left naked and bare,
Almost as if they have nothing to wear,
Underneath these leaves mini beasts
thrive,
And through tree wood beetles drive,
Autumn may be a time of animals,
But death comes with slashing mandibles.
Leaves start to fall off of the trees,
The red and amber leaves swept along
in the breeze,
Conkers land on the ground below,
Landing safely because of the shell that
let them grow,
Foxes roam, sneaky and sly,
Biting rabbits and causing them to die,
Although Autumn can be an unhappy
time,
The season of Autumn can be sublime!
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GOVERNMENT & POLITICS TRIP TO THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT
The trip began with a one and a half
hour coach journey through the hustle
and bustle of London’s Streets before
parking up along Millbank Road adjacent
from the Houses of Parliament and in
the shadow of Big Ben. There was a high
police presence… maybe they knew we
were coming?
Our first part of the trip involved an in
depth security check with the Metropolitan Police’s finest “we’re not impressed”
expressionists. Once through the checks
we proceeded through the courtyard of
the Houses of Parliament before entering The Sovereign’s Entrance where we
were able to walk in the same steps as
the Queen when she comes to the Palace of Westminster for the start of the
State Opening every five years .
(Parliament is sometimes called the Palace of Westminster as it used to be the
home of many royals up to the reign of
King Henry VIII). We followed the
Queen’s footsteps through the Palace,
up through the Royal Gallery, where we
were taught about all the magnificent
paintings and architecture in the
Queen’s private quarters.
We were than lead into the Lobby of the
House of Lords before entering the Lords
itself. The group and I were firstly shown
the throne on which the Queen sits
when she comes for the start of the

State Opening of Parliament and delivers
her speech, which is written by the
Prime Minister. The throne was modelled from mahogany, but to make sure
the citizens know it is the Queen’s seat,
it is all plated with gold and in some places, solid gold. The Duke of Edinburgh sits
next to the Queen when she makes her
speech, but to show her dominance, her
throne is a few inches taller.
We were also shown the Commons; the
hub of where most of UK political
matters are discussed, which affect most
of the people in Britain and all we could
think was how small it look compared to
how it appears on Prime Minister’s
Questions. We were also taught about
the unique voting system used in the
Commons when passing Bills, which involves a full on sprawl to different lobbies representing different decisions.
Towards the end we were shown Westminster Hall; the oldest building on the
Parliamentary estate. What makes it
such an astonishing building is not simply
its great size and the magnificence of its
roof, but its central role in British history.
In and around the Hall, saw the formation of major institutions of the
British state: Parliament, the Law Courts
and various Government offices. The Hall
has been standing for more than 900
years, being built towards the end 11th
century

by William Rufus, (the son of William the
Conqueror) and is the only Westminster
left standing after the fire of 1834 which
destroyed much of the Palace.
The final part of the tour involved a
workshop, in which the group was separated into two parties, who fought for
votes to win the Gravesend General Election. This built on our understanding
about how the electoral system works in
the UK, comparing results from the 2015
General Election, to the results if we had
used a fairer, more proportional system.
The host also made us wear silly hats,
which was fun. This was followed by
lunch in Dean’s Yard before returning to
school. On behalf of the students, I’d like
to thank Mr Townsend for organising the
trip (definitely one of the most interesting I have been on) and Mrs Tremain,
who came along too.
Will Hoiles US2

CHARITY REPORT—TERM 1
For the non school uniform day on Thursday 1st October, we chose to raise money for Porchlight, a charity which exists to help
those who are homeless for whatever reason and provides support in different ways for those who need it. Porchlight is based
within Kent, so support is more targeted. The school has ties to the charity as they have provided guidance for students from
GGS in the past, so it was decided we should give something back. Everyone wore purple, as this was a part of the “Purple for
Porchlight” scheme.
Overall we raised a grand total of £962.51!
Also, Ms Lewis ran a quiz in order to raise money for the Teenage Cancer Trust, a National charity which educates and provides
support for young people with cancer.
The quiz managed to raise over £30 in less than 20 minutes!

We thank everyone who donated to either of these activities, and
hope they know that these are very worthwhile causes which affect
people our age.
Joe Friend UD2

The quiz for Teenage Cancer Trust proved very popular
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NEW LOOK LITERACY ROOM & AND NOW WITH LONGER OPENING HOURS
Over the summer break the Library had a
much needed make-over and is now
used as a Literacy Room during lesson
time almost exclusively by Year 7 for
their English lessons. Led by KS3 teachers Mrs Hedley and Mrs Pedler, and sup-

ported by Mrs Beresford (Literacy) and
Mrs Nurdin (Librarian), we hope to tackle
any literacy issues as soon as students
join in Year 7.
The Library is now open longer too –
until 4.15pm on Monday to Thursday –

allowing time after school for reading or
doing homework. Students can still use
the Library before school from 8.15 am,
as well as during break and lunch times.
Mrs Nurdin

WHERE IN THE WORLD….?

Do you know where this is? Answer on the penultimate page.

Which major city is this? Answer on penultimate page.

MATHS CHALLENGES
No 1

There are a different number of tandems, bicycles
and tricycles in The Bike Shop getting
major overhauls (all seats, wheels and

front handlebars are being replaced). If
135 seats, 269 wheels and 118 front handlebars are to be replaced, how many of
each type of cycle are there in the shop?

No 2
Did you know that 122 + 332 = 1233? There is one other pair of two digit numbers whose squares have this nifty property. No
Googling! Given the information provided, a nice solution is possible. You do need to be able to solve a quadratic equation!
Answers on penultimate page

BEAUTIFUL GGS

Best seen in colour (at www.gravesendgrammar.eu), Mr Bleakley stepped outside his classroom to take this stunning picture
of a double rainbow and storm clouds over the rugby pitch

GGS Newsletter
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HOLIDAYS IN TERM TIME MOBILE PHONES, IPODS
A great deal of time is wasted by members of staff sorting out problems with
mobile phones and other items such as
MP3s, IPODs, CD players etc. The School
will not be responsible for these items.
If they are confiscated from the same
student more than once, they will not be
returned until collected by a parent.
Any type of mobile device is absolutely
forbidden in the examination room, both
for public exams and internal exams,
across all years. We are obliged to report any instances of finding mobile
phones to the examining boards as malpractice (cheating). The School will enforce this rigorously. Spot checks will be
carried out in examination rooms.

School is in session for 190 out of 365
days.
Holidays where students are taken out
of school during term time are strongly discouraged. This is not a parental
right and authorisation will be very
limited. Time spent catching up with
missed work is never the same as time
spent in the classroom. Your support
for the School in this is welcomed and
we would ask you to avoid planning
holidays during term time, wherever
possible although we recognise that,
very occasionally, this is unavoidable.
If you have any doubt as to what term
dates are please check with the School
before booking your holiday.

RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCE PRIVACY NOTICE
Data Protection Act 1998

If you plan to take your son or daughter out of education for the purpose of
religious observance, it is vital that you
notify the School of your intention in
the normal way by contacting us
through the Absence line, by email or
via a note to your son or daughter’s
form tutor.

We, Gravesend Grammar School, are the
Data Controller for the purposes of the
Data Protection Act. We collect information from you and may receive information about you from your previous
school and the Learning Records Service.
Full details are available on our website:

www.gravesendgrammar.eu

USE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES OF STUDENTS
It is our custom to use photos of pupils
in school publications, such as the prospectus or other printed publications.
We may also make video or webcam
recordings for school-to-school conferences, monitoring or other educational
use. We may be visited by the media
who will take photographs or film footage of a visiting dignitary or other high
profile events.

To comply with the Data Protection Act
1998, if you do not wish photographs of
your son(s)/daughter(s) to be used in
this way, you should notify the School in
writing accordingly. Please discuss this
with your son/daughter so that they can
withdraw from photos/filming in line
with your wishes.

PAYMENTS FOR TRIPS AND OTHER ITEMS
When making payments for trips and
other items the Finance Office would like
to encourage parents to use ParentPay,
the secure online payment scheme. It is
quick and easy and you do not have to
rely on your son or daughter to actually
deliver the payment or reply slip. You
will have been given login details when
your child started at the school but if you
need to be reminded of these please do
not hesitate to contact Mrs Foster/Mrs
Osborne on the following emails: fos-
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tert@gravesendgrammar.eu or osbornej@gravesendgrammar.eu.
Please also note: ParentPay have announced that from 1st November they
are also accepting payment by credit
card.
Cash payments (where necessary) must
be brought to Finance Office before
school or at morning break when they
will need to be signed for.

CARS
Access to and from school at both entrances is particularly hazardous at the
beginning and end of the day when
students are being dropped off and
picked up.
Please help us to avoid congestion at
these times by not coming up Church
Walk to drop off or pick up students: it
is only a short walk to Rochester Road
where there are convenient lay-bys to
meet students. If you must drop off at
school, please use the Turning Circle
and not in front of the main entrance
or in the top car park. If you do use the
Turning Circle, please note the stop
lines which have been installed for the
safety of all at the exit when turning
into Church Walk.
Similarly in Pine Avenue, we urge parents to consider our neighbours and
reduce their speed when in Pine Avenue. Please do not block the road.
6th formers should drive through the
Turning Circle and park to the left of
the Sanderson Sports Centre. They
should not park in Pine Avenue, which
can cause problems and inconvenience
for our neighbours. Parking permit
applications are available from the
School Office.

MOVED?
CHANGED YOUR MOBILE?
CHANGED YOUR EMAIL?
Easily forgotten in the throes of moving
house but if you have changed your
address, your telephone number, your
mobile number, your place of employment, please do not forget to let the
School Office know so that we can update our contact records.

SCHOOL FUND
Thank you to all parents who have already contributed to the School
Fund.
Your donations are used
to support a variety of student activities
throughout the year and to finance
many of the school clubs and societies. This year we are asking for payments of £20.00 for the first student
and £15.00 for the second and subsequent students.
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LOST PROPERTY
Please label or mark your child’s
clothes and property whenever possible!
 Any uniform, PE kit and bags
found will be held by the caretakers;
 Any valuable items will be held by
the School Office;
 If it is possible to identify the owner of an item of lost property, an
email will be sent to the owner;
 At the end of each term the care-

takers will display all unclaimed Valuables will be kept by the Office
items of clothing .The date, place for one term before being disposed
and time of this will be notified.
of.
Any items not claimed will be treated as follows:
 Good quality uniform will be
passed to the PTA;
 Other good quality clothing will be
taken to a clothes recycling bank;
 Everything else will be thrown
away.

Students who have mislaid their belongings should check with the PE
office, the Site Manager’s office, Student Support and look around thoroughly. Most lost property is usually
found near where it was thought to
be lost!

We would like to take this opportunistyle. Please do not come to
ty to remind you of the School’s exschool, especially after a School
pectations on appearance, in addiholiday, having just had your hair
tion to wearing the correct school
coloured or cut into a style which
uniform. The rules and expectations
is not considered to be suitable.
for appearance at School are quite  The same applies to those stuclear.
dents who have their ears pierced
 No jewellery of any kind, other
during holidays. Whilst the School
than a wristwatch, should be
cannot object to this practice,
worn.
please make sure that it is done
 Hair should be clean, tidy, its natearly enough in the holiday so
ural colour and of conventional
that the hole has healed and you

can come to School without the
earring in. You will be asked to
remove it if you arrive in School
with it in, regardless of how long
the ear has been pierced. Plasters
to cover earrings are not permitted.
We believe that it is important that
School is a place where students can
learn free from the pressures of
‘fashion’ on the peer group to conform to a certain image.

APPEARANCE

INCLEMENT WEATHER
As winter approaches, a timely reminder about School closure in the
event of snow (or for any other reason).
Firstly—please assume the School is
OPEN.
Secondly—check
our
website,
www.gravesendgrammar.eu for any
announcements. Our website will be
updated frequently in the event of
uncertainty.
Thirdly—listen to local radio, where
announcements will be made as to
whether the School is open. KMFM,

BBC Radio Kent and Heart FM will be they need to get home earlier than
notified by the School if it shuts or usual.
intends to shut.
You can also log on to
www.kent.gov.uk/winter for updates
as to school closures across Kent.
PLEASE do not attempt to phone the
School. As you will appreciate, the
switchboard can become very busy
during this time. Please contact the
School via email where possible via
enquiries@gravesendgrammar.eu. We
advise parents to discuss contingency arrangements with students if

EPIPENS
If your son or daughter carries an
Epipen and the School has not yet
been made aware of this, please
contact Mrs Janet Carmody, the
School Office Manager, either by
telephone (01474 331893) or email her on:
GGS Newsletter

carmodyj@gravesendgrammar.eu as a matter of

urgency.
Please also ensure that where we hold students’
spare Epipens they are regularly replaced before
their expiry dates.
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH SILVER AWARD
From 25th to 27th September, I and three
other year eleven students (Mide
Akinyele, Jordan Ramsay-Clements and
Theodore Bradley) embarked upon our
Qualifying Silver Duke of Edinburgh Expedition. Over the three days, we covered
around fifty kilometres, camping and
cooking our own food each night and
morning while being assessed on our
ability to navigate, work effectively with
one another and camp-craft skills.
On the Friday, we were taken to our
starting point in the Ashdown Forest
where, we camped before starting the
walk the following day. Each day we had
to reach a set of checkpoints defined by
our assessor, by an agreed time based

upon our pacing, and how each member
of the group was doing. Whilst there
were minor discrepancies in our navigation, and to start off with, our pacing, we
overcame many of the obstacles which
made themselves apparent, including
the prevention of blisters and the breaking of one member’s bag. On the whole,
our assessor was pleased with our performance and passed the Expedition
section of our award.
I found, and the others will agree with
me on this, that we gained more than
just a tick in a box by completing the
Expedition. Despite all of the effort it
required - physical and mental, it was a
very enjoyable experience which brought

us closer together as a group. This type
of experience is a catalyst for the formation of new friendships with those
with whom you may not have previously
been acquainted and I would readily recommend anyone interested in the Duke
of Edinburgh Award to go ahead and try
it out. You not only gain a nationally
recognised certificate of your ability and
determination but it is a chance to uncover a world of new experiences and
unforgettable memories.
John Sturt 11D

RHYS GETS GOLD AT TRANSPLANT GAMES IN ARGENTINA

This summer I went to Mar Del Plata
in Argentina as member of the Great
Britain Transplant Team to compete
in the World Transplant Games. I
was the youngest member in the
team. It was a long and tiring journey
but once we arrived and went to the
opening ceremony with over 40
countries taking part the excitement
took over. I was swimming in five
races over two days and depending
on my 50 freestyle time, I was told I
might compete in a sixth race in the
Men’s Freestyle relay on the last day.
GGS Newsletter

We started on Wednesday and my
first race was 200m freestyle, it was
hard and long but I won gold and
was really pleased. My next race
was 50m backstroke, I was in this
race with my friend Sam, who has
also had a heart transplant. He had
always beaten me before, but this
time I was determined and yes, I
won Gold, brilliant! My last race of
the day was 100m freestyle and
again Sam was one of my competitors. Although tired, I wanted to give
it all and I went as fast as I could and
I won in a World Record time to get
my 3rd Gold. What a day.

got PB's. The last race was the Men’s
freestyle relay. I swam the 3rd leg. I
was a bit nervous as I was against
men and my other team members
were Gold winners and quick. It was
an exciting race; we were behind in
the first leg but managed to get level
by the time it was my turn. I swam
the fastest I had ever done and managed to increase our lead before my
team captain took over and we won
gold, just outside the World Record.
It was the best end to a great competition. I met lots of other people
from different countries and it was
nice to swap stories. I had a really
great time but it was only possible
The second day started with the 50m because someone donated their orfreestyle and then the 100m back- gans to help others.
stroke. There was a lot of competition but with the success of yester- Rhys Bonnell 9F
day I was up for it. I'm pleased to
stay I continued my wins and won
two more golds and in all my races I
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RUGBY
With this year’s Captain out injured for the coming weeks, Robert Daniels has turned his hand to match reporter. Here are
some of his reports for the beginning of the season.
Match Day: 12 September 2015
GGS VS Kings Rochester
On this sunny Saturday morning, our GGS 1st
team filtered into the changing room ready to
play a Rochester side whom, last year, had
put in a strong performance to defeat us.
Unperturbed, our lads cheerfully took to the
field. Any questions of the boys’ mentality
(after a long holiday) were quickly answered
as GGS laid on heavy pressure with some very
aggressive defence. After a loose pass cost a
chance the boys regrouped and won a lineout
close to the Opposition’s line. A solid lineout
and well governed maul sent the ball to the
Matchday Report: 16 September 2015
GGS VS Dunstan’s
In the latest game of our season the GGS XV
took on St Dunstan,s, a well drilled and strong
side. The conditions were not particularly
favourable for both teams with pouring rain
turning the game into a rather scrappy affair.
Nevertheless both sides faced up to the cold
and the game began. With a strong start in
our last game we were hoping to get off the
mark quickly, however we were unprepared
for the speed at which St Dunstan’s began.
Because of this, inside the early stages we
conceded and following a great kick from the
touch we were down 7-0. Following some illdiscipline soon after, a penalty was converted
to make it 10-0. Not a great start. However
GGS was growing into the game and our
chances were coming, unfortunately the boys
Match Report: 23 September 2015
Wilmington VS GGS XV
The boys turned up to the game with a point
to prove after narrowing losing to St Dunstan’s the week before, despite playing well.
However any thoughts of easily overcoming
the Wilmington side were put to bed quickly
as the boys were met with some aggressive
defence and some speedy backs capable of
inflicting a lot of damage. Early exchanges
between the two sides were hampered by
lots of mistakes, with scrums coming thick
and fast. However, a turning point came as
Andy Warner got a good steal in their half,
allowing us to kick to the corner. A solid lineout freed up the backs who nearly got over
the line. The forwards did some strong running in midfield and tied in the defenders for
a finish in the corner… but passing went
astray and the Wilmington side held on. Still,
warning signs. After the Wilmington side
broke from their half, good kicking from Jono
O’Connell and Ben Watkins drove them back
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backs and Matt Bruce broke midfield to
score. A great team try. There was no sign of
slowing up after this; quickly taken penalties
showed our intent and kept the visitors
boxed in. Another try came from a slick interception from Hugh Bryant, once again, developing from heavy defensive pressure. Later, a
turnover in midfield gave the backs some
space, the centres fixed their men and supplied James Palmer with enough space to
touch down. More tries were to come as
Matt Bruce (again), Ben Watkins (twice) and
Henry Menage (with some excellent feet for
the finish) all scored, with Bruce converting
four of the seven tries. Despite being bogged

down in our half for the last fifteen minutes
by a resurgent Kings side the lads refused to
concede a try with key steals coming in from
Tommy Barrett, Samraj Chahal and Jemine
Segay.
Overall, a very strong performance against a
physical Kings side, and despite conceding 22
penalties (a figure which we must keep down
in future), the lads didn't let one try go past
them. The final score finished GGS XV 43-3
Kings XV, perhaps more points could have
gone our way if some passes had found their
mark, but a game to be proud of.

failed to put away some good chances with
two drops close to the line. We continued to
keep them in their own half and following a
good scrum and a great drive over the line we
touched down, with Josh Filmer seeming to
emerge with the ball, 10-5. In the dying
minutes of the half another penalty was conceded and St Dunstan’s converted once
again, 13-5. After a brisk half time talk from
the coaches, the lads returned to the pitch
determined. The early exchanges of the half
were riddled with errors as the slippery ball
was virtually unplayable. Despite this the
boys managed to make some space and Matt
Bruce touched down in the corner, 13-10.
From this point on St Dunstan’s barely left
their half, the boys kept hold of the ball and
continued to push St Dunstan’s back. Callum
Smith came agonisingly close to touching
down following a neat kick on, however a St

Dunstan’s boot came in to save them. Once
again we were punished by our penalty count
as a rare venture into our half rewarded St
Dunstan’s with another penalty, 16-10. With
5 minutes remaining the lads threw in everything to get over the line. A massive hit on
the wing from Callum Smith drove the boys
on… but to no avail and the game finished.
Final Score: GGS 10-16 St Dunstan’s,

and earned us a lineout on their 5m. After
another good lineout (thanks to some great
throwing by Josh Sclanders) the backs pulled
off a great move for Henry Menage to finish
under the posts. More was to follow as some
more good work from the forwards presented the backs the space to finish in the corner
with Hugh Bryant going over, followed by a
great conversion from the corner by Matt
Bruce. Wilmington were not beaten however, they broke mid-field and were brought
down just before our line. The boys defended
the line brilliantly for nearly five minutes but
eventually Wilmington found the space to
touch over. Heading towards half time with a
close lead a stray Wilmington winger edged
his way through, over the line a try was for
certain but a last ditch tackle from Callum
Smith prevented it and gave us the half time
lead at 14-5.
The second half saw the lads emerge with
even more intent to put the game to bed.
Early on the backs broke through and won a
penalty to set up a 5m lineout. Once again, a

We were unlucky not to get something from
the game as we had a good majority of the
possession and territory. It must be said
though that the St Dunstan’s defence was
unflinching and this combined with some
excellent kicking at goal won them the day.

great lineout gave the lads an opportunity. An
opportunity which the forwards took up with
a strong maul and drove their way over the
line, with Callum Outram putting the ball
down. Their return kick off fell straight into
the hands of Josh Filmer, who called upon his
inner winger and made a 60 metre run up
field, eventually brought down but winning a
penalty in the process. The penalty was taken
quickly and Hugh Bryant was unleashed into
the corner to score. Unfortunately the boys
momentarily lost focus allowing a quick penalty to be taken with the Wilmington player
slipping though, the only blight on an otherwise very good half. However the lads finished on a high as a brilliant run from Jono
O’Connell set Hugh Bryant up for his hat-trick.
A good way to finish the game rounding off a
decisive victory from our lads. Final score 3312.
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30 September 2015
GGS XV V Dartford XV
Biggest game of the season so far. Not
only was it the first round of the Natwest
Cup, but it was against our biggest rivals:
Dartford. The boys turned up eager to
get started and after a quick warm up
the game kicked off. We started brilliantly with early, aggressive pressure pushing
them back and winning us a penalty. A
great kick from Henry Menage put us on
their 5m line and following a strong lineout and maul Callum Outram touched
down. The lads continued the great start
by driving Dartford back after the restart
to win a penalty, which Matt Bruce converted into 3 points, 10-0. From the next
restart however Dartford rallied and despite stern defence they broke through
midfield to score a try. Dartford contin7 October
GGS XV V St George’s

A bit of an odd fixture this one. The GGS
senior squad turned up after school expecting to split and play against St
George’s and St John’s, however, the
latter pulled out at the last moment
meaning we were left with around 40
players. In complete contrast to this St
George’s only turned up with 10. A bit of
a mismatch. With so few in number, we
offered to give them some of our lads
and so bumped them up to a full squad.
So, after this had been settled down the
game kicked off. In our first five games
the boys had been putting massive pressure on the opposition by exercising
quick line speed, this game was no different. After gradually pushing the St
George’s team deeper into their half
they attempted to clear but it was
caught and quickly returned by Ben Watkins who teed up Josh Sclanders to

ued to pressurise us and following, a
strong run from their centre, they scored
again. 14-10. Despite the resurgence in
the Dartford side, GGS were not disheartened and seeked to end the half as
they began it. Which they did with two
quick-fire tries. First, another lineout and
strong maul led to Ben Oram crashing
over. Then, after some good kicking driving Dartford deep into their half, Andy
Warner threw his body on the line to
charge down a kick and Josh Filmer
caught it over the line and scored. Half
time and GGS had a commanding position at 22-14.
The second half was a bit of a struggle.
The momentous first half effort led to
tired legs and lapses in concentration
which cost us. Dartford were relentless
in their attack and scored quickly with
tries from a close maul and from a

charge down. The boys refused to give
up and continued to put everything in,
which led to some injured and battered
bodies. However we just couldn’t contain the Dartford boys now they were up
and running and they ran in three more
tries before the end.

score. After the restart we did not let up
and soon returned to the St Georges
half. Close to the line, we sent in forward
after forward at their line and eventually
Havinees Vithyakaran crashed over.
Early on and we were developing a commanding lead, which was developed further from a try from Johnny Hunt and a
further one from Tommy Barrett. However, after this the St George’s team let
us know we were in a game as they put
in a grubber kick over the line and
touched down. Before the half we countered their try with another of our own
as James Palmer hacked the ball downfield and dived on it over the line.
With so many in our squad, there was
almost a complete change in team in the
second half; despite this, the boys continued to gel well and compete strongly
against the St George’s side. The game
lagged off slightly in the middle section
as a lot of fumbles and mistakes slowed
the game down. However we eventually
broke through in the form of Johnny

Hunt who ran in a try from his own half.
A high scoring affair continued in the
latter stages of the game as the game
opened up and St George’s scored another two (one in the form of Andy
Warner wearing a St George’s shirt) but
these were cancelled out by two from
Dan Adayemi and one from Josh Curnow.

Dartford played a very good game, but
they were made to work for their win.
Going in leading at half time was a huge
positive and the second half just got
away from us. A massive effort from the
lads though, and one which they can
walk away from with their heads held
high.
Final Score: 47-22

Despite turning up with 10 men against
near 40 all credit must go to the St
George’s team (and our boys on their
side) who played a strong game and
managed to find a gap in our defence
three times. However another decisive
win for the GGS XV, one which comes
with a lot of encouragement as we look
ahead to our next Natwest fixture
against St Dunstan’s.
Final Score: 57-12

Summary of the GGS season so far:
With six games played so far this season GGS XV have won three and lost three. Our season kick-started with a hard away
game to Colfe’s which perhaps was a wakeup call for some to show how tough this season could prove to be. However, since
the day there has been a bit of a regroup, decisively winning against Wilmington, Kings Rochester and St George’s whilst narrowing losing to St Dunstan’s and putting in an excellent performance against, old rivals, Dartford.
After I suffered an injury in the first game the team has been captained superbly in my place by Norris who has led from the
front in each and every game. Other senior players have also proved their worth, notably, Henry Menage and Jono O’Connell
orchestrating midfield with Callum Smith and James Palmer keeping the wings tidy. We also have seen several, slightly newer,
editions to our squad whom are cementing their place. Ben Oram and Josh Filmer have been devastating in the pack, whilst
Hugh Bryant has been tearing defences to shreds, scoring a host of tries. Finally Harry Nash, one of the youngest members
of the squad, has stepped up to earn his place in the starting XV by putting in some impressing performances. RD
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TERM DATES FOR NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR 2016—2017

Finishes:

Monday, 5th September 2016
Year 12/13 Transition Day
Year 7 Familiarisation Day
Tuesday, 6th September 2016 – Teaching starts for whole School
Friday, 21st October 2016

Term 2

Starts:
Finishes:

Monday, 31st October 2016
Wednesday, 21st December 2016

Term 3

Starts:
Finishes:

Tuesday, 3rd January 2017
Thursday, 9th February 2017

Term 4

Starts:
Finishes:

Monday, 20th February 2017
Tuesday, 4th April 2017

Term 5

Starts:
Finishes:

Tuesday, 18th April 2017
Friday, 26th May 2017

Term 6

Starts:
Finishes:

Monday, 5th June 2017
Friday, 14th July 2017

Term 1

Starts:

CONGRATULATIONS TO...
…..Daniel Briggs 8T, who won Kent
Branch Junior Speeds and Individual
Junior Boy Skills in the Royal Lifesaving Society Kent Branch Championships over the summer.

…..Zachary Smith 10F, who has been
offered a place in the U15s Kent
Schools Football squad, as well as securing a contract with Gillingham

… Max Tyrrell (9S) who took part in
the London Bikeathon in support of
Leukaemia and Lymphona Research
for the third time over the holiday.
This year he undertook the longer
52 mile route, finishing in six hours
and raising over a £1,000 with his
team.

43RD THAMES FISHERY RESEARCH EXPERIMENT
The London Port of
Authority held its
43rd Thames Fishery
Research Experiment
on the south bank of
the river Thames in
Gravesend on 10th
October.

year. However this year we achieved a
total just shy of 600 fish! The majority
were whiting, there were six cod including one that measured 60cm in length,
with the rest was made up of flounder,
bass and other river fish.

and a flounder. The final score was as
follows:
RESULTS:
Gravesend Grammar School
City of London School for Boys
City of London School for Girls

70
50
35

The Gravesend Grammar School team
were successful in winning the competi- Patrick Dixon 9D
In previous years the fish count has been tion with 14 whiting, beating the London
minimal, catching around 100 fish each School for boys by four whiting and the
London School for Girls with six whiting
Where in the world…?
1. Boscastle, Cornwall
1. Cycles puzzle—there were 17 tandems, 33 tricycles and
68 bicycles

and b= -32 which does not fit the question constraints). So, let’s stick b=33 into the equation
instead. This is much more helpful. We obtain two
answers again (a=12 which was provided already
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Maths Challenge Solutions

2. If the numbers are a and b, then a2 + b2 =
100a+b. But we’ve got one solution already (a=12
and b=33). Sticking an a=12 into this equation
yields two answers (b=33 which we already have
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
ACADEMIC YEAR 2015—2016
Wednesday, 21st October
Friday, 23rd October
Monday, 2nd November
Friday, 6th November
Tuesday, 24th November
Tuesday, 1st December and
Wednesday, 2nd December
Wednesday, 2nd December
Thursday, 10th December
Tuesday, 15th December
Wednesday, 16th December and
Thursday, 17th December
Friday, 18th December
Monday, 4th January
Thursday, 14th January
Thursday, 21st January
Tuesday, 26th January
Wednesday, 27th January

Open Morning (09:00—11:00)
Open Evening (19:00—21:00)
LAST DAY OF TERM ONE
TERM 2 BEGINS (WEEK 1)
Year 10 trip to Ypres
Year 13 Consultation (15:30—18:00)
Aladdin (19:00—21:00)
Colours Awards (19:00—21:00) (Sanderson Sports Centre)
Big Gig (I)
Carol Service at St George’s Church (19:00—21:30)
Christmas Lunch
LAST DAY OF TERM 2
START OF TERM 3 (WEEK 2)
Year 12 Consultation 15:30—18:00
Year 11 Sixth Form Information Evening
Year 12 Higher Education Evening
Year 11 Consultation (15:30—18:00)

PTA NEWS
Well and truly into the new school year now and hopefully by the time you read this we will have met a large chunk of the new
Year 7 at the PTA run Disco. So far this year we have had a good response to the request for recycled school uniform so a big
thank you to the parents who responded to that. Don't forget to get in touch if you need to replace some of your son's uniform
or sports kit—our prices cannot be beaten.
PTA thoughts now turn to the Christmas period and once again our Christmas Draw tickets will be coming your way. It's another chance for everyone to help the PTA fund projects within the school and if you are lucky you could win one of the prizes on
offer. If anyone is in a position to donate a prize to the draw this year please do get in touch with the PTA, we would be very
grateful to receive them.
Thank you for your continued support and I look forward to catching up with some of you at the Year 7 Carol Concert in December or if you'd like to get more involved come along to a meeting and see what we do.

Peter Williams
PTA Chairman
pta@gravesendgrammar.eu

250 CLUB
Winners for July 2015 were:

1st
2nd
3rd

-

£162.93
£88.88
£44.44

-

No
No
No

Winners for August 2015 were
80
87
317

I have recently passed on
£1821.25 to the School which represents funds raised from the 250 Club
for the period January to June 2015
inclusive. Of course that also means
this amount has been paid out in
prize money too, so a big thank you
to everyone for taking a chance on
the 250 Club!
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1st - £160.18 - No 246 - Year 9 family
2nd - £87.38 - No 212 - Year 13 family
3rd - £43.69 - No 321 - Year 12 family

I have had quite a few enquiries recently
about changing payments and changing
bank accounts. So if anyone should need
to change their standing order for any
reason the 250 Club bank account details
are:Lloyds Bank, Gravesend
Gravesend Grammar 250 Club
Account number 07122641
Sort code 30-93-60

I ask that your child's name be used as a
reference with, if you know, your number
or numbers and that the payment date be
no later than 25th of the month. Anything
later than this and it can cause a problem
during bank holiday weekend periods.
September's draw will take place at the
next PTA meeting on the evening of 5th
October. We can look forward to 3 great
prize amounts as 45 new numbers will be
added courtesy of both new year 7 and 12
families.
Thank you for continuing to support the
GGS 250 Club and good luck in the future!
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